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We consider a non-Hermitian superconducting system by coupling a conventional superconductor to a ferromagnet lead and demonstrate the emergence of exceptional points when an external
Zeeman field is applied. We discover that, depending on the non-Hermiticity and Zeeman field, the
exceptional points mark the ends of lines with zero real energy, thus giving rise to topologically
protected and highly tunable bulk Fermi arcs, which we coin bulk Bogoliubov Fermi arcs due their
superconducting nature. We show that these bulk Bogoliubov Fermi arcs are the non-Hermitian
counterparts of the Hermitian topological phase transition but much more prevalent and also experimentally detectable through large spectral signatures.

Topological materials have spurred large interest the
last decade, not only because they represent new states
of matter but also due to their potential for technological
applications [1–4]. One of the most interesting examples
is topological superconductivity in superconductors with
spin-orbit coupling (SOC) [5–9], where zero-energy Majorana modes appear at the system boundaries with great
promise as topological qubits [10–13]. However, one limiting factor is the topological phase requiring strong Zeeman fields, which is detrimental for superconductivity.
Topological superconductivity has so far primarily
been studied in closed systems, described with standard
Hermitian models. However, physical systems are usually coupled to an environment and thus open, where instead effective non-Hermitian (NH) models are appropriate [14, 15]. Interestingly, it has recently been shown that
NH systems realize exotic topological phases with no Hermitian analogs [16–18], in particular, due to a new class of
degeneracies known as exceptional points (EPs) [19–27],
where eigenvalues and eigenvectors coalesce. The emergent NH topology due to EPs have already been shown
to lead to a plethora of topologically stable phenomena
[15, 28], such as enhanced sensing performance [29, 30],
unidirectional lasing [31, 32], and the emergence of bulk
Fermi arcs [33–37], none with a Hermitian counterpart.
The bulk Fermi arcs are particularly fascinating as they
are genuine bulk topological states, unlike the regular
(Hermitian) topological boundary states.
Most progress in NH effects has so far been in normalstate optical and photonic systems, under well-controlled
gain and loss [15, 28, 38, 39]. Material junctions are also
an interesting platform for NH physics [40–42], which notably opens for combining with superconductivity. Here,
studies have already focused on edge states in topological
superconductors [43–46] and odd-frequency superconductivity [47]. Still, evidence of topological and thus stable
NH effects in the bulk of superconductors is currently
lacking, which has limited the overall appeal.
In this work, we consider a realistic NH superconducting system by coupling a conventional superconductor
with SOC to a semi-infinite ferromagnet lead and discover the emergence of a plethora of different types of

FIG. 1. Sketch of a NH superconducting system: a 1D superconductor (orange) subjected to a Zeeman field (dashed gray
arrow) coupled to a ferromagnet lead (green).

EPs under an applied Zeeman field. Most interestingly,
the EPs appear at momenta marking the ends of regions
with zero real energy, which define the formation of stable bulk Fermi arcs. These bulk Fermi arcs represent superconducting bulk excitations, and we thus coin them
bulk Bogoliubov Fermi arcs. We further show that the
bulk Bogoliubov Fermi arcs are naturally connected to
the Hermitian topological phase transition, but importantly appears in a much larger parameter space. Moreover, we show that these unique bulk NH phenomena
dramatically increase the spectral weight, thus offering
simple detection using e.g. angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES). Our results show that the interplay of non-Hermiticity and superconductivity gives rise
to unexpected bulk phenomena that can considerably enhance the properties of superconducting systems.
NH superconducting system.—We consider an open
system by coupling a conventional superconductor to a
semi-infinite ferromagnet lead, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
This NH system can be modelled by the effective NH
Hamiltonian
1D
Heff = Hclosed
+ Σr (ω = 0) ,

(1)

1D
where Hclosed
describes the closed, i. e. Hermitian, superconductor and Σr (ω = 0) is a spin-dependent retarded self-energy evaluated at zero frequency, appearing due to the coupling to the semi-infinite ferromagnet lead. For the closed system we consider 1D conventional spin-singlet s-wave superconductors with SOC,
motivated both by them realizing (Hermitian) topological superconductivity [48, 49] and because they de-

2
scribe superconductor-semiconductor systems within ex1D
perimental reach [6, 8, 9]. Thus, we set Hclosed
= ξk τz +
iαkσy τz + Bσx τz + ∆σy τy , where ξk = (~2 k 2 /2m − µ)
is the kinetic energy with k along x, µ is the chemical
potential, α is the Rashba SOC strength, and ∆ characterizes the spin-singlet s-wave superconducting order
parameter. Without loss of generality, we assume α = 1,
m = 1, ~ = 1. Also, B is a Zeeman field from an applied magnetic field along the x-axis, inducingp
a (Hermitian) topological phase transition at Bc = ± ∆2 + µ2
[48, 49]. The self-energy Σr can be obtained analytically [42, 47], and is given in the wide band limit by
Σre,h (ω = 0) = −iΓσ0 − iγσz in both the electron
(e) and hole (h) parts. Here, Γ = (Γ↑ + Γ↓ )/2 and
γ = (Γ↑ − Γ↓ )/2, where Γσ = π|t0 |2 ρσL with t0 the hopping
amplitude into the lead from the superconductor and ρσL
the surface density of states of the lead for spin σ =↑, ↓.
The pure imaginary (Im) self-energy renders Heff in
Eq. (1) NH. We are here particularly interested in the
emergence of EPs and the formation of bulk Fermi arcs.
For this purpose, we first obtain the eigenvalues
q
p
(2)
Eeν (hν ) = −iΓ ± A1 (k) + (−2)ν A2 (k) ,
where ν = 1(2) labels the first (second) e, h-like eigenvalues and
A1 = ξk2 + α2 k 2 + B 2 + ∆2 − γ 2 ,
A2 = ξk2 (B 2 + α2 k 2 ) + B 2 ∆2 − γ 2 ξk2 .

FIG. 2. EPs and bulk Bogoliubov Fermi arcs: (a,c) Re (blue)
and Im (red) parts of eigenvalues as a function of momentum
k at two different magnetic fields B. Shaded orange regions
indicate zero real energies (BBFAs) with their borders marking the EPs. (b) ReEe1 h1 = Re(Ee1 − Eh1 ) as a function of
k and B, with orange regions indicating ReEe1 (h1 ) = 0. (d)
ReEe1 at k = 0 as a function of B and chemical potential µ,
with the orange region indicating ReEe1p= 0. Yellow dashed
lines depict Hermitian TPT at Bc = ± ∆2 + µ2 . Parameters: µ = ∆, Γ↑ = 2∆, Γ↓ = 0.

(3)

The immediate observation from Eqs. (2-3) is that in
the Hermitian regime, Γ↑,↓ = 0, the four eigenvalues
in Eq. (2) are real (Re), but at any Γ↑,↓ 6= 0, all four
eigenvalues generally acquire an Im part reflecting the
emergence of NH physics. The inverse of this Im part
characterizes the quasiparticle lifetime in the superconductor [50], thus giving a clear physical interpretation of
non-Hermiticity. For Γ↑ = Γ↓ , we get γ = 0 and all the
four eigenvalues share the same Im term, −iΓ. The situation becomes decisively more interesting when Γ↑ 6= Γ↓
as that gives rise to eigenvalues with different Im terms.
As we will see next, this has important consequences in
the emergence of EPs and bulk Bogoliubov Fermi arcs.
EPs and bulk Bogoliubov Fermi arcs.—To begin, we
study the emergence of second order EPs, appearing
when two eigenvalues, and their respective eigenvectors,
coalesce [20, 22]. This means searching for regimes where
two eigenvalues merge and their eigenvectors become parallel. By analyzing Eq. (2) and the behavior of A1,2 , we
realize that there are two possibilities for second order
EPs. First, the two√Eeν (Ehν ) eigenvalues can coalesce
when A1 > 0 and 2 A2 = 0, giving rise to EPs with finite Re energies. These EPs need finite SOC and γ, but
notably do not require superconductivity, but are tied to
properties of the normal state. We thus do not focus on
them here [51]. The other possibility for EPs is more in-

teresting: the ν = 1 electron (Ee1 ) and hole
√ (Eh1 ) eigenvalues coalesce
for
k-values
where
Re(2
A2 ) = A1 > 0
√
and Im(2 A2 ) = 0, which leads to ReEj1 = 0 and
ImEj1 6= 0, j = e, h. Remarkably, the latter two conditions also guarantee an existence of bulk Fermi arcs
[33–37]. However, unlike the bulk Fermi arcs earlier only
found in normal-state systems [33–37], here they consist
of superconducting, or Bogoliubov, quasiparticle excitations, and we therefore name them bulk Bogoliubov Fermi
arcs (BBFAs). Due to the intrinsic NH topology associated with EPs [33–37], BBFAs represents a truly NH bulk
topological phenomenon.
The momenta kEP for the√ above EPs can be obtained by√solving A1 = Re(2 A2 ), as those also satisfies Im(2 A2 ) = 0. We have also verified that the corresponding eigenvectors become parallel at the EPs. These
EPs generally requires the interplay of non-Hermiticity
(here γ 6= 0), Zeeman field, and superconductivity, reflecting a distinctly superconducting origin. For vanishingly small SOC, the EPs appear at very low Zeeman fields (B 
p ∆) when γ ∼ ∆. Inpthis case, we
±
find ±k
=
±
kF2 ± κ2 , where kF = 2mµ/~2 and
qEP
p
κ =
(2m/~2 ) B 2 − (∆ − γ)2 . Assuming µ 6= 0,
kF > κ implies four different real EP momenta, but is
otherwise reduced to two. For stronger SOC, B ∼ ∆ is
needed for similar values of γ to find EPs. To visual-
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ize these EPs, we plot in Fig. 2(a,c) the eigenvalues as a
function of k at two finite B, with the Re and Im parts
shown in blue and red, respectively. We observe that the
Re parts of the lowest two levels vanish for a range of
negative and positive k, while the Im parts split up, indicated by shaded orange regions. These orange regions,
with ReE = 0 and ImE 6= 0, define the topologically
protected BBFAs. The end points of the BBFAs are at
the EP momenta, where both eigenvalues and eigenvectors fully coalesce.
Analytically, we find the EPs when
√
BBFAs satisfies the less strinA1 = Re(2 A2 ), while the √
gent condition A1 ≤ Re(2 A2 ). By increasing B, the
inner EPs (closer to k = 0) merge, giving rise to a single, longer, BBFA connecting the outer EPs, see Fig. 2(c).
To support the generic occurrence of EPs and BBFAs, we
plot in Fig. 2(b) the property ReEe1 h1 = Re(Ee1 −Eh1 ) as
a function of k and B. Here, the orange region indicates
ReEe1 h1 = 0, thus demonstrating that the formation of
BBFAs occurs in a large parameter region that is also
highly tunable by the external field B. We have also verified that for small doping (or equivalently µ), the EPs
and BBFAs require very low Zeeman fields (B  ∆),
even for strong SOC. We also stress that, while SOC
is not needed for these NH phenomena, its finite value
shapes the profile of the spectrum such that weaker SOC
enables larger separation of outer EPs, thus favoring the
formation of longer BBFAs.
The BBFAs in Fig. 2 have an interesting connection to
the topological phase transition (TPT) in the Hermitian
regime
p of the system, occurring at the Zeeman field Bc =
± µ2 + ∆2 . In fact, the vanishing of ReE at the BBFA
is highly reminiscent of the Hermitian TPT, as both close
the energy gap. However, the TPT occurs at a single k
and only for B ≥ ∆. To illustrate the situation, we
plot in Fig. 2(d) the property ReEe1 as a function of µ
and B, with the orange region indicating ReEe1 = 0.
We also mark the Hermitian TPT with yellow dashed
lines. The main feature we note is that, while the gap
closing in the Hermitian regime (TPT) occurs along a
single line in parameter space, the gap closing in the NH
case (BBFA) occurs in a much larger parameter regime
and also at much lower B. To provide further insight, we
can study the lowest
positive level at µ = 0 and k = 0:
p
Ee1 = −iΓ + (B − ∆)2 − γ 2 . Here, the gap closes,
ReEe1 = 0, at B = ∆ ± γ, which makes it evident that
it is the non-Hermiticity causing the substantial lower
B compared to the Hermitian TPT at Bc = ∆. We
can thus view the topologically protected BBFA as the
natural NH extension of the Hermitian TPT, while at the
same time being much more prevalent in parameter space
than the TPT. This may lead to advantageous effects,
e.g. allowing realization of Majorana zero modes at lower
Zeeman fields than in purely Hermitian systems.
Two-fold second order EPs.—Having established the
existence of EPs with BBFAs, we next identify another
interesting type of EPs in superconducting systems: two-

FIG. 3. Two-fold second order EPs: (a) Re (blue) and Im
(red) parts of eigenvalues as a function of momentum k for
µ = ∆ and B = 0.3∆. Shaded orange regions indicate zero
real energies (BBFAs) with their borders marking the EPs.
(b) Re(Eeh ) = Re(Ee1 − Ee2 − Eh1 − Eh1 ) as a function
of B and k for µ = ∆ and Γ↑ = 4∆, with orange regions
indicating Re(Eeh ) = 0. (c,d) Same as (a,b) but for µ = 0.1∆.
Parameters: Γ↑ = 4∆, Γ↓ = 0.

fold second order EPs, which occurs when the Re part of
all four eigenvalues coalesce, but their Im parts merge
into two distinct values. Although this might naively be
viewed as a fourth order EP, their distinct Im parts restricts them from being of fourth order and it is more
appropriate to refer to them as two-fold second order
EPs. As before, the EPs is determined by the behavior
of A1,2
we find that when A1 < 0, 0 ≤
√ in Eq. (2). In fact, √
|2Re A2 | < |A1 |, and Im A2 = 0, we find two-fold second order EPs for the strict equality and BBFAs for the
inequality, since the Re part of all four eigenvalues (Eeν
and Ehν ) coalesce at zero energy. The EP momenta can
be found by solving A2 = 0, acquiring complicated
exp
±
2 ± κ2 for
k
pressions, but which reduces to ±kEP
=
±
∗
F
∗
q
p
2
2
vanishing SOC, where κ∗ = (2mB∆)/(~ γ − B 2 ).
For kF > κ∗ , the system exhibits four real EP momenta
while only two exists when kF < κ∗ , leading to a strong
control by doping. These EP conditions may naively
seem hard to achieve, but we verify that, although they
need stronger non-Hermiticity (γ > ∆) than the second
order EPs in the previous section, they actually appear
at weaker Zeeman fields (0 < B ≤ ∆).
To visualize the two-fold second order EPs, we plot
in Figs. 3(a,c) the eigenvalues at large γ, weak B, and
two different values of doping set by µ with the Re and
Im parts depicted in blue and red, respectively. At high
doping, the Re part of all four eigenvalues merge at zero
energy for two small ranger of positive and negative k
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forming BBFAs, while their Im parts split and form lobes
within these regimes at two different values, marked as
orange regions in Fig. 3(a). These orange BBFA regions
±
are terminated by the EP momenta ±kEP
. The forma∗
tion of BBFAs can be also seen in Fig. 3(b) where we plot
Re(Eeh ) = Re(Ee1 − Ee2 − Eh1 − Eh1 ), which clearly illustrates the appearance of BBFAs for all B < ∆, see
orange regions. At low doping, Figs. 4(c,d) show how the
−
inner EPs (±kEP
) merge and leave a much longer zero∗
+
energy line now connecting the outer EPs (±kEP
), thus
∗
giving rise to a much more extended BBFAs.
An interesting property of the BBFAs from the twofold second order EPs in Fig. 3(a,c), is that they are
distinct from the BBFA from second order EPs in
Fig. 2(a,c). This can be seen by noting that the Im parts
associated with the two types of BBFAs exhibit a different structure. This then implies that the lifetimes,
defined by the inverse of the Im part of eigenvalues, acquire distinctly different behavior for the two BBFAs.
Moreover, we note that the two-fold second order EPs
need much lower B than the second order EPs, appearing even for B  ∆, which makes them highly tunable
with small external magnetic field, even much smaller
than required to reach the Hermitian TPT.
Spectral signatures.—Having demonstrated the emergence of two different types of EPs and BBFAs, we finally show that these NH effects can be directly probed
by tools such as ARPES [52–57]. ARPES measures the
spectral function A(k, ω) = −ImTr(Gr − Ga ) [58, 59],
with Gr = (ω − Heff )−1 and Ga = (Gr )† the retarded
and advanced Green’s functions, respectively. To visualize the behavior of the spectral function, we plot A in
Fig. 4(a,c) as a function of frequency ω and k for parameters generally favoring the formation of BBFAs and EPs
found previous two sections, respectively. In Fig. 4(b,d)
we extract line cuts for distinct k-values spanning the
EP momenta. We directly observe the emergence of high
intensity regions at ω = 0 for a line of momentum values bounded by the EP momenta, thus directly revealing
the formation of the BBFAs. Even though both BBFAs
produce quite similar spectral weight signatures, they exhibit subtle and interesting differences tied to the different structures of their eigenvalues. This can be understood by noting that A is a sum of Lorentzians centered
at ReEjν , with their height and width characterized by
ImEjν [33]. As a consequence, at the EPs, marked by
red lines in Fig. 4(b,d), the spectral function undergoes
a transition along k from having two or more resonances
to having a single resonance centered at ω = 0. The
ω = 0 resonances between the red curves, depicted by orange lines in Fig. 4(b,d) and directly revealing the BBFA,
is notably higher and narrower for the two-fold secondorder EP system in (d) compared to the second-order EP
system in (b). This is due to the distinctly different Im
parts of the eigenvalues, or lifetimes, of the two different
types of EPs. More coalescence among the Im parts, as

FIG. 4. Spectral signatures: Spectral function A(ω, k) as a
function of frequency ω and k with clear features of the BBFAs
from second order (a,b) and two-fold second order (c,d) EPs.
Line cuts of A (b,d) with EPs (red), BBFAs (orange) and
region beyond (light blue). In (a,b) B = 1.1∆, µ = ∆, and
Γ↑ = 2∆, while in (c,d) B = 0.3∆, µ = 0.1∆, and Γ↑ = 4∆.
Remaining parameters: Γ↓ = 0.

for the two-fold second order EPs, results in higher and
narrower spectral peaks also for its accompanying BBFAs. This explicitly illustrates how the properties of the
EPs determine the physical manifestation of the BBFAs.
In summary, we show the emergence of several types
of exceptional points (EPs) in non-Hermitian superconducting systems and discover that they give rise to the
formation of topologically protected bulk Fermi arcs,
that we coined bulk Bogoliubov Fermi arcs (BBFAs)
due to their superconducting nature. We further establish a connection between the BBFAs and the Hermitian topological phase transition, but find that the BBFAs are much more prevalent in parameter space and
also highly tunable by doping and an external magnetic
field. Moreover, we find that the EPs and BBFAs induce
large spectral features that can be directly detected by
ARPES. We here point out that very similar systems to
those as modeled here have already been fabricated using e.g. Al/InAs superconductor-semiconductor hybrid
structures [6, 8, 9, 60–62], showing both good proximityinduced superconductivity and controllable couplings to
leads, placing our findings clearly within experimental
reach. Our results can also be extended to higher dimensions, resulting in e.g. bulk Bogoliubov Fermi surfaces
and volumes. By uncovering unique phenomena emerging from the interplay of non-Hermiticity and superconductivity, our work opens the route for greatly enhancing
functionalities of superconducting hybrid structures.
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